KOREAN, B.A.

Begin Campus: Any Penn State Campus

End Campus: University Park

Career Paths
A B.A. in Korean can be the basis for careers in the public sector (diplomatic corps, armed forces, intelligence, etc.), international law, business, public relations, journalism, travel and hospitality, careers requiring foreign travel or living abroad in Korean language specialist (translating, interpreting, teaching), etc.

Careers
With a Korean degree, you'll be prepared for a career in a wide range of industries and professions, including domestic and multinational companies and agencies who are looking for employees who possess linguistic abilities and cultural knowledge of Korea. Upon graduation, students can also work in various fields, including information technology, culture industries, diplomacy, and business. Students can also pursue graduate-level study in Korea-related fields to become qualified researchers and educators in many parts of the world. Many Korean majors/minors pursue opportunities to teach English in Korea (through the CIEE and English Program in Korea (EPIK) programs) and travel in the country after graduation.

Opportunities for Graduate Studies
International Affairs programs, law, or the study of Asia in various disciplines, such as art history, literature, history, religion, philosophy, political science, and sociology.